PRODUCT WELL-BEING CLAIMS DIRECTORY

VEGAN

**TRISCUIT ORIGINAL**
WHOLES GRAIN
WHEAT CRACKERS
Vegan

**TRISCUIT HINT OF SEA**
SALT WHOLE GRAIN
WHEAT CRACKERS
Vegan

**TRISCUIT REDUCED FAT**
WHOLE GRAIN
WHEAT CRACKERS
Vegan

**TRISCUIT MINIS ORIGINAL**
WHOLES GRAIN
WHEAT CRACKERS
Vegan

**TRISCUIT THIN CRISPS**
ORIGINAL WHOLES GRAIN
WHEAT CRACKERS
Vegan

**TRISCUIT ORGANIC**
ORIGINAL WHOLES GRAIN
WHEAT CRACKERS
Vegan

**TRISCUIT THIN CRISPS**
ORGANIC ORIGINAL WHOLES GRAIN
WHEAT CRACKERS
Vegan

**ENJOY LIFE SEA SALT**
LENTIL CHIPS
Vegan

**ENJOY LIFE DILL**
& SOUR CREAM
LENTIL CHIPS
Vegan

**ENJOY LIFE GARLIC**
& PARMESAN
LENTIL CHIPS
Vegan

**ENJOY LIFE CHEDDAR**
LENTIL CHIPS
Vegan

**ENJOY LIFE BARBECUE**
LENTIL CHIPS
Vegan

**ENJOY LIFE SALT**
& VINEGAR
LENTIL CHIPS
Vegan

Not all product sizes shown; see individual product packaging for most current nutrition & claim information.
PRODUCT WELL-BEING CLAIMS DIRECTORY

VEGAN

TATE’S BAKE SHOP VEGAN
CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES
Certified Vegan

TATE’S BAKE SHOP VEGAN
VANILLA MAPLE COOKIES
Certified Vegan

ENJOY LIFE SEMI-SWEET MINI
CHOCOLATE CHIPS
Vegan

ENJOY LIFE SEMI-SWEET MEGA CHunks
CHOCOLATE CHIPS
Vegan

ENJOY LIFE DARK
CHOCOLATE CHIPS
Vegan

ENJOY LIFE RICEMILk
BAKING MORSELS
CHOCOLATE CHIPS
Vegan

ENJOY LIFE WHITE
MINI CHOCOLATE
CHIPS
Vegan

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
ALMONd CRUNCH
Vegan

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
HAZELNUT COFFEE
Vegan

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
SALTY
Vegan

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
SIMPLE
Vegan

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
CRUNCHY MINT
Vegan

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
HAZELNUT BUTTER
Vegan

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
CASHEW BUTTER +
RASPBERRY
Vegan

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
ALMONd BUTTER +
PUFFED QUINOA
Vegan

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
CASHEW BUTTER +
PURE VANILLA BEAN
Vegan

HU DARK CHOCOLATE
VANILLA CRUNCH
Vegan

Not all product sizes shown; see individual product packaging for most current nutrition & claim information.
HU DARK CHOCOLATE CASHEW BUTTER + ORANGE VANILLA  
Vegan

HU SNACKING DARK CHOCOLATE GEMS SIMPLE  
Vegan

HU SNACKING DARK CHOCOLATE GEMS SALTY  
Vegan

HU SNACKING DARK CHOCOLATE GEMS MINT  
Vegan

HU SNAPPING & BAKING DARK CHOCOLATE GEMS  
Vegan

Not all product sizes shown; see individual product packaging for most current nutrition & claim information